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The Devil's Castle (Maou's tiny apartment) has a new resident, and she's still in diapers! With the

appearance of the mysterious child Alas Ramus, Maou's household is plunged into chaos. With the

Devil as the daddy, and the Hero mommy, playing house just got serious!
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For clarity's sake, this review is for the MANGA version of "The Devil is a Part-Timer, Volume 6" and

it has a pictures of Alas Ramus jumping/flying through the air, with Maou frantically trying to catch

her.This is it, anime fans. This is the volume that you've been waiting for (unless you cheat, like me,

and read the books). Finally, we get to see what comes next for our beloved villain, his hard-working

General, his lazy Fallen Angel, their arch-enemy, a super cute church cleric, and a high school

student who is just along for the love.I'm going to come right out and say it: I'm kind of happy that

the anime stopped where it did. While it does change a few things from the source material,

everything is nicely wrapped up. It doesn't end with blatant sequel hopes, and while there are a few

unanswered questions, it is easy enough to just be happy where it ends.But if it had gone further, if

it had introduced Alas Ramus at ALL, then this series would have suffered the same fate as Sekirei

and so many other animes: tons of unanswered questions, with little to no hope of there ever going

to be another season.The start of the story involves a woman looking over what used to be Satan's

castle back in Ente Isla. She goes through it and comes across a tree, and then she notices that

several bright lights are coming for her. Suddenly, she grows a pair of wings--meaning she's an



angel--and that's the last we see of her for a while.Our main cast starts off immediately where the

previous volume (and anime, kind of) ended. Suzuno is helping Maou buy a new bike, since she

destroyed his old one in their fight. We get to see a charming side of the little cleric, and another

glimpse that just maybe she's starting to develop feelings she'd rather not have for a certain

demon.After the bike is purchased--and we're treated to some adorable images of Suzuno on a

training bike and possibly getting jealous of Chiho--the gang returns home and Maou shows Suzuno

the proper way to preform a Japanese ancestor ceremony (Suzuno was going to use giant lumber

sticks, instead of just small pieces of wood and paper). Emi shows up as well, saying she is taking

Suzuno out shopping, when an large apple falls from the sky. It begins chasing Emi around the yard

until Maou picks it up. The two yell at each other, and Maou crosses a line when he calls Emi

flat-chest, driving her into a blind fury. As she's about to cut the Devil King in two, Maou holds up the

apple and a small hand comes out, easily blocking Emi's fully-powered Holy Blade.As if things

couldn't get weirder, the apple transforms into a baby who starts calling Maou "Papa", much to

EVERYONE'S shock. But the surprises keep coming when the baby, calling herself Alas Ramus,

begins called Emi "Mommy." It seems that either Alas Ramus is from the future (because let's get

real here, these two are heading head first into couple territory), or there is something else going

on.What follows is a funny story about a dysfunctional family trying to suddenly care for a baby none

of them know how to handle. Alas Ramus keeps insisting that Papa and Mommy stay together,

Suzuno has to try not to faint when the baby starts calling her a cute nickname, Ashiya slowly runs

himself into the ground, and Urushihara decides to just go live in the closet. Only Chiho seems to be

able to keep it together--when she isn't busy fantasizing about the child be hers and Maou's.Also,

Maou and Emi are forced to go on a "date" together in order to make Alas Ramus happy. So

naturally, everyone else comes along to spy, including Emi's friend, Rika.But all is not as it seems

with this strange little girl (I mean, obviously. She fell out of the sky and thinks two mortal enemies

are her parents). A strange mark on her forehead seems to be a clue to Maou about who she is,

and the angel lady from the beginning of the book shows up at the very end again.Some

notes:Suzuno's feelings are starting to bubble to the surface I think. There is a scene where she

confronts Chiho about how Chiho is feeling about Emi and Maou being "together", asking if the high

school girl is okay with it. But I think it was Suzuno worrying about her own growing feelings and

looking for comfort from Chiho. Time will tell.She is growing more caring though, as she tricked

Ashiya into drinking that Holy drink so he would pass out and take some much needed rest.Sariel,

the Archangel from before, is still running Sentucky Fried Chicken, and is still in love with Maou's

manager. Ordering a combo meal from her place every day though has really gone to



his...everything. Guy is chubby now.Rika finally gets to do something besides just being the head

that talks to Emi at work. What's more, we get to see her start flirting with Ashiya, although he is way

too thick to catch on.Maou mentions his family back home. This may not seem important now,

seeing as they're all dead, but trust me when I say that it's very important.Bottom line: If you liked

that anime, but are sad that it's over, then get this book. This is where the REAL story begins. While

you won't be getting any answers in this book, the main events start here. There are going to be a

few terms and events that aren't going to make much sense yet, but your questions will (probably)

be answered in the next book.Or, if you want, you can pick up the light novel, which is what I've

been doing. So believe me when I say the true story of this series starts with the arrival of this

strange girl.

Fun read and really cute new character. Not a whole lot of action but the comedy was great. It

seems that the introduction this character is a pretty big deal to the development of the story. I'm

looking forward to how this plays out in the next volume.

Great story and enjoyable characters to take intrest in. A unique concept to explore the daily

challenges in an average life. Fun and entertaining.

This series continues to be amazin i cant wait for the next manga
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